
Design  •  Engineer  •  Build  •  Support



The Hydromat Advanced Product 
Group consists of a team of dedicated 

individuals whose backgrounds run 
deep in the tradition of high-precision 
metalworking.

The engineering expertise of this group 
is available to manufacturers who, like 
yourself, appreciate the concept of the 
“smarter design” ideal. They are just as 
passionate about productive solutions 
as you are. 

Intelligent solutions pour from this 
teams’ collective mind, whose hundreds 
of years of combined experience bears 
fruit as a true team of ‘21st Century 
Craftsmen’.

A vast library of resources, including 
state-of-the-art CAD, 3D solid modeling 
in programs such as Autodesk 
Inventor and Finite Element software, 
is available to Hydromat engineers. 
This provides the agility to anticipate 
future engineering challenges while 
driving technology identification and 
new product launches.

Project engineers work hand-in-hand 
with customers to develop unique, 
tailored manufacturing process 
solutions.  SPC values are carefully 
weighed during preliminary project 
evaluations.  An engineering committee, 
including a wide array of manufacturing 
disciplines, monitors every phase of 
each project.  Time charts track project 
build and on-time delivery.

The interface between ‘Man and 
Machine’ is crucial. Productive 

solutions spring from the Advanced 
Product Group’s Software Development 
Team. Creation of an application that is 
the correct strategic fit for your operator 
and your machine is critical.

Our software engineers have the 
experience and wisdom that can only 
be gained from many years of intense  
product development. Each project 
undertaken is an opportunity to excel, 
and excel they do. 
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Hydromat integrates 

simplicity, modularity, 

flexibility and efficiency into 

turnkey machining solutions. 

The results are superior 

productivity, measurable 

consistency, exceptional 

quality, uncompromising 

reliability and precision 

production solutions.

Design and 
Engineering

Software Development

International
Partnerships



Hydromat partners with world renown 
manufacturers and designers in 

Europe and Taiwan to ensure access to 
technological innovations. This brings 
a comprehensiveness  to our search 
for global expertise in the design/build 
process.

Welding and fabrication services 
are available on our St. Louis 

Campus, complemented by our state-
of-the-art paint booths and finishing 
systems. These craftsmen put the 
perfect finishing touch on your project.

The Hydromat Manufacturing Group 
can build machines and fixtures in 

sizes that range from 1/8 inch, to the 
size of a truck, with the highest quality  
standards. 

Aristotle once said, “Quality is not an 
act. It is a habit”.  This is our credo at 
Hydromat. 

Reliability, performance, dependability 
and service are predominate 
expectations throughout the 
manufacturing industry. Hydromat has 
established a systematic approach 
to monitor these widely recognized 
and stringent quality standards of our 
industry. 

These standards provide the structure 
and guidelines required to direct and 
manage all facets of our operation.

Yet, in light of our nearly 30 years 
of success, at Hydromat, quality is 
not simply the act of establishing or 
directing standards;  it’s our way of life. 
Practice makes perfect.

Just meeting our customers standards 
is never enough. We strive to exceed 

their expectations at all levels. Quality 
must be evident in our product, our 
process and our people. 

Fixture design and build 

in size ranges from 1/8” 

to the size of a truck. 

Low to high quantity job 

shop production. Machine 

shop fabrication and EDM 

services on state-of-the-art 

machinery as well as high-

precision grinding services.

Manufacturing

Fabrication

International
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Quality Systems
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Hydromat, an engineering company with 
manufacturing capabilities, offers  30 

years of expertise for breakthrough design/
build project performance.

The Hydromat Advanced Product Group 
is a dynamic team of professionals with a 
tradition of excellence refined over the years 
as Hydromat developed a leadership position 
in the marketplace with smarter designs and 
unmatched quality.

The Hydromat Team...delivering the right 
combination of knowledge, equipment and 
services for your unique needs. 

Contact us. We’ll be happy to visit you to 
discuss your project.
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Reverse Engineering
& Production

The Hydromat Advanced Product 
Group possesses the engineering 

expertise and the machining talent and 
equipment to reverse engineer, create a 
new drawing, and produce new high-
precision parts for those applications 
that require special attention .

The engineering staff at Hydromat 
has the experience in custom part 
making that comes from 30 years of 
challenging machine, workholding 
and device manufacturing for complex 
rotary transfer builds as well as one-
of-a-kind custom machine designs and 
manufacturing for the precision part 
production marketplace. 

No prints? No problem. 
Hand the Advanced 
Product Group the 
part that needs to 
be replaced on your 
production line and 
the engineering staff 
will create the prints 
and put your job into 
production, whether 
your need is for one 
or one thousand parts 
the APG machine shop 
has the capacity and 
expertise to surpass 
your needs.



The Advanced Product Group 

creates turnkey machining 

solutions. The results 

are superior productivity, 

measurable consistency, 

exceptional quality, 

uncompromising reliability 

and precision production 

solutions.
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Tooling and Fixtures

Custom Machine 
Design And 

Construction

The Advanced Product Group 
project engineers work closely 

with customers to develop the unique 
manufacturing solutions that produce 
high production precision parts for a 
wide variety of industries.  

When a production issue requires 
an innovative solution the APG 
team creates a custom  machine or 
manufacturing cell by bringing together 
engineering expertise with a visionary 
idea, the type of creative thinking that 
cannot be taught, one that only comes 
with Hydromat’s 30 years of precision 
production experience.

Hydromat has spent decades making a 
significant investment in technology and 
talent. Their capital investment strategy 
mandates continued improvements  
in state-of-the-art machine tools, 
computers and software. 

Whether its a turn key production cell or 
a simple loading system, the Advanced 
Product Group handles all phases of a 
machine build project from design, to 
production, to testing, to the set-up on 
your factory floor. 

Special one-of-a-kind machines built 
by the APG include options such as 
load/unload systems, robotics and 
automation, in-process gauging, 
conveyors and custom fixturing.

The APG Machine Shop features ram and wire EDM 
technologies such as the AGIE MONDO STAR 50 
pictured above.

The newest arrivals to the APG Shop 
are two new Mori Seki Lathes, a 
model NT-2500Y and a NT 4250 
DCG shown here.

The ANCA TX-7 
Grinding System

The Advanced Product Group engineers 
and builds custom fixturing for their 
own applications as well as for clients.  
Hydromat recently announced the 
addition of the new Advanced Tooling 
Group (ATG) to its line-up of services. 
ATG has newly expanded perishable 
tooling services with the addition 
of the ANCA TX-7 Grinding System. 
This impressive production grinder 
adds a new dimension to the already 
impressive Hydromat machine shop 
capabilities.
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